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10% contribution 
from the open fires

satairquality@twitter emissions from FINN@NCAR
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Emissions & pollution modeling

4 key messages
Published in Atmospheric Environment (2014)



1 limited number of plants

Health impacts are 
high and we need 
to deal with only 
limited number of 
point sources

VERY doable !!

Atmospheric Environment (2014)



2 new generation coal-fired boilers



3 mix of old technologies



4 archaic EIA procedures
Mumbai Cluster (State: Maharashtra)

April, 2010 July, 2010

October, 2010

The 24 lines are trajectory lines  started at 

every hour of the day. These are trajectories 

for one day of each month and indicative of 

the flow of emissions from  power plant 

clusters and do not represent the strength 

of the emissions or dispersed pollution. All 

the trajectories are started at 275m above 

ground level.

Atmospheric Environment (2014)
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Coal-fired thermal power plants

draft standards proposed in April, 2015
new emission standards ratified in December, 2015

30 100 100 0.03

50%
drop

FGD



Coal-fired thermal power plants

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_sector_in_India



Telecom towers

TRAI green report

40% power from grid
60% from diesel

estimates 2 billion 
litres of annual diesel 

consumption

total number of mobile connections in 2016

950 million



Contributions of PP-GS



Ash Utilization

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/delhi/NTPC-says-Badarpur-plant-
doesnt-pollute/articleshow/46402507.cms



Perforated 

bricks

Hollow blocks

Mixing of rice 

husk/rice husk ash 

with clay

Mixing of flyash

with clay
Mixing of waste 

from sugar, paper, 

etc. industries with 

clay

Resource Efficiencies



This is still an Urban problem

moved but 
not cleaned

Guttikunda et al. (2013) “Emissions inventory and health impact analysis for Delhi, India” @ Atmospheric Environment



IND =  industries; PP = power plants; DOM = domestic; TR = transport; RD = road dust; 
WB = waste burning; CON = construction activities; BK = brick kilns; DG = diesel generator sets; LFB = landfill burning

% ground based emissions in south Delhi

Gridded Vehicle Exhaust PM2.5 Emissions (tons/grid) Emissions

Concentrations

Guttikunda et al. (2013) “Emissions inventory and health impact analysis for Delhi, India” @ Atmospheric Environment



This is still an Urban problem

Guttikunda et al. (2015) “Characterizing emissions in Chennai and Visakhapatnam, India” @ Air Quality Atmosphere & Health

moved but 
not cleaned



open 
sun 

drying

hand moulding

brick firing

~ 70-75% production 
through FCBTK

~ 20-25% production 
through Clamps

final product: 
Solid bricks

Brick Production Cycle



Indo-Gangetic Plains: 
Predominantly FCBTK

(~ 70-75% of total brick 
production)

Peninsular India: 
Predominantly Clamps
(~ 20-25% of total brick 

production)

Brick Production Cycle



What is burning at the kilns?

Workers pushing a 

mixture of agri-waste 

and powdered coal at 

a kiln outside Delhi, 

India



Coal, petroleum 
cokeBiomass 

(Mustard stalk, guar 
stalk)

Biomass (farm/farm 
produce residue, fire-

wood)

Biomass (bagasse)
& Coal

Biomass (Rice 
husk)

fuels utilized in brick kilns

clamp cluster 2.MP4
Sangli camp monitoring- with english commentary.avi


What else is burning at the kilns?

Source: Charles W. Schmidt (2013), Environ Health Perspect; DOI:10.1289/ehp.121-A242

A worker soaks dry cow dung in a mixture of kerosene 

and gasoline at a kiln near Amritsar, India. 



What else is burning at the kilns?

Source: Charles W. Schmidt (2013), Environ Health Perspect; DOI:10.1289/ehp.121-A242

Workers cut 

firewood to light a 

brick kiln in Kabul, 

Afghanistan. 



What else is burning at the kilns?

Source: Charles W. Schmidt (2013), Environ Health Perspect; DOI:10.1289/ehp.121-A242

A boy transports a discarded tire, to use in a kiln near 

Dhaka, Bangladesh



What else is burning at the kilns?

Source: Charles W. Schmidt (2013), Environ Health Perspect; DOI:10.1289/ehp.121-A242

Workers pour coal into the fire of a Bull’s trench kiln 

outside Kabul, Afghanistan



What else is burning at the kilns?

Source: Charles W. Schmidt (2013), Environ Health Perspect; DOI:10.1289/ehp.121-A242

A worker removes sand from a batch of fired bricks in 

Amritsar, India



Vertical Shaft Kiln Tunnel Kiln

Down-draught KilnBulls Trench Kiln

Zigzag Kiln Hoffman Kiln

Clamp

Traditional Technologies

Alternate  Technologies

Brick Kiln Technologies



FCBTK
(~ 70-75% of total brick 

production)

Clamps
(~ 20-25% of total brick 

production)

Induced 

draught kiln

Natural 

draught zigzag 

kiln

Hoffman 

kiln

Down 

draught kiln

VSBK

Brick Kiln Technologies



At source solutions

Guttikunda et al. (2013) “Analysis of Dhaka’s brick kiln emissions” @ Air Quality Atmosphere and Health



Major roads (black lines), rail lines (hash lines), water ways, and brick kilns (red dots)

100 stacks

75 stacks

50 stacks

Patna, India

Guttikunda et al. (2014) “Characterizing air pollution in Patna, India” @ http://www.urbanemissions.info

http://www.urbanemissions.info/


TR = transport (including road, rail, and air); RD = road dust; DOM = domestic (including 

household and kiosks); GS = generator sets; OWB = open waste burning; IND = 

manufacturing industries (other than brick kilns); BK = brick kilns; CON = construction 

activities

Sectoral contributions 

in the select region for 

ambient PM10 (2012)

Patna, India

Guttikunda et al. (2014) “Characterizing air pollution in Patna, India” @ http://www.urbanemissions.info

http://www.urbanemissions.info/


Health impact shares

GBD assessments estimate 530,000 

premature deaths (2015) in India due to 

outdoor air pollution

National share of impacts from brick kiln 

emissions is ????

At urban scale, this can be 5-15%
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More @ 

Thank 
you


